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Parker Compound Bows is
introducing new high-end
models that bring customers

the long riser,  parallel limb look that
many bow buyers say they want
today.  The 33 inch Frontier and 30
inch Hornet also promise improved
performance over existing models.

What makes the new Frontier,
which has a suggested retail price of
$719, worth $50 more than the com-
pany’s popular Phoenix models?
That’s a question ArrowTrade put to
Johnny Grace, the Vice President for
Sales & Product Development at the
Mint Spring, Virginia firm. “At 33
inches, the Frontier is in between the
Phoenix 32 and Phoenix 34 in axle-
to-axle length, but it has an extreme-
ly long riser,” Grace said. “This is the
longest riser we’ve every produced,
and it’s the most parallel limb plat-
form we’ve every produced. Plus
there have been entirely new cams
developed for the Frontier and the
30-inch Hornet.”

“The idea with these new bows
was to carry the features of the
Phoenix bow line to the next level,”
Grace continued. “With the Phoenix
we were really able to address
reduced hand shock, vibration,
quietness and a smooth draw. Well,
now we have a bow that will out-per-
form the Phoenix in every category.
In the same draw weight most peo-
ple would describe the Frontier with
Powerline Cam as having a smoother
pull than the Phoenix cam provides.
(Alternatively, customers might
guess the weight has been set lower
on the Frontier.)”

Here’s an experiment you may
want to try with a staff member or a
Phoenix owner who’s interested in

trying a new Frontier. Have them
stand close to the backstop and
close their eyes, hand them the
bows and have them shoot each
while their eyes are closed. Grace is
confident they’ll agree the Frontier
has less vibration and less hand
shock, even though the arrows will
be coming out of the Frontier a lit-
tle faster.

Parker’s design team, which
incudes Grace, Vice President Guy
Rowzie and President Bob Errett,
spent over a year exploring the long
riser, parallel limb design before they
were ready to announce the new
models. “It’s quite a learning experi-
ence to see what small changes in
the limb angle and small changes in
the limb length do,” said Grace, who
is a former retailer. “To find the right
balance can be quite difficult. You
can’t just say we’ll lay the limbs back
5 degrees more and increase the
limb deflection (stiffness) to make
up for the poundage loss. There’s
quite a science to it.”

Part of the science behind the
Frontier is a new single cam desig-
nated the Powerline. “This is another
evolution above the Phoenix cam,”
Grace said. “We were able to create a
little smoother draw force curve.
Now, it’s not as soft as the Phoenix
EZ-Draw, but it’s an extremely
smooth cam with extremely good
performance. In our tests, we’ve
been in the 310 plus fps range.”

That’s the single cam version of
the Frontier shown at right. It’s
important to note the Frontier and
the compact new Hornet also come
with twin “2-Plus” cams.

Why is Parker Compound Bows
offering twin cam versions of two

New Top End Parkers Come in
Single or Twin Cam Versions

The 2006
Frontier from
Parker is shown
here with the single
Powerline Cam.
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new top-end models for 2006, when
the company has done so well with
its single-cam Phoenix series over
the last few years? Part of the answer
lies in two Parker bows that have had
very little marketing support behind
them, the entry-level Buck Hunter
that joined the line in 2004 and the
and youth-sized Buck-Shot that was
new for 2005. Grace reported those
two twin cam models have pushed
the Phoenix bows out of first place,
in terms of units sold.

“In 2004 the Phoenix was the
number one seller. In 2005, the
Buck-Shot and the Buck Hunter were
in units, our number one and num-
ber two bows,” Grace said during our
mid-November interview. Granted,
the entry level bows are much more
affordable: 2005’s suggested retail
price was $269 for the downsized
Buck-Shot, $299 for the 35.5 inch
Buck Hunter, and $619.95 whether
you were holding the Phoenix 32, 34
or 36 inch model. Still, Parker would
not have seen such strong sales for
the Buck-Shot and Buck Hunter if
today’s bowhunters (and tomor-
row’s) were not open to owning twin-
cam bows.

“We felt like we were hearing
people ask for twin cams again,”
Grace said. When twin-cams ruled
the roost more than a decade ago,
Grace said there were some out-
standing examples on the market.
Yes, there were certain timing issues,
but he said those were overstated at
times. “With the advent of the new
materials available now for the buss
cables, the timing issue is not an
issue anymore. We can built a set of
cables, put it on a bow, and it will
stay put. That’s particularly true with
what we’ve learned about cam
design.”

Parker Compound Bows, and
other twin cam bow manufacturers,
are designing cams where the back
side is not nearly as radical as it once
was. The cams you see on the Buck

Hunter are a gentle oval, and the new
2-Plus Cam developed for the
Frontier and Hornet will also have an
oval shape, far removed from the
appearance of hatchet cams that
once characterized speed bows.

Yet these new cams are powerful

performers. “The draw force of the 2-
Plus cam is more aggressive,” Grace
said. “It would have been a tougher
sell if the two cam system only shot
as fast as the single cam system.” A
IBO speed of 310 FPS for the single
cam Hornet and 315 for the single

The entry-level 
Buck Hunter has
redesigned cams 
that adjust for draw
length by rotating 
an inner element,
just like on the junior-sized 
Buck-Shot. The Outfitter 
version  now comes with the
popular Whisker Biscuit rest.

Parker’s new
for 2005 
youth bow
sold five times
the volume the
company expected.
Choose the ready- to-
-shoot Outfiitter version
and like the adult-sized
Buck Hunter the Buck-Shot has
a Whisker Biscuit arrow rest.
Grace believes the NASP program is 
stoking the sale of youth bows.
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cam Frontier is not going to handicap
a shooter, but if you sell them the twin
cam version they’ll see IBO arrow
speeds 15 to 20 fps above that!

The 30-inch Hornet is just an
inch shorter than the Extreme Ultra-
Lite 31 that stays in the 2006 line, but
they’re dramatically different in
appearance. “There are basically two
classes of bows,” Grace said. “There
are bows with the shorter risers and
more vertical limbs or there are bows
with the longer risers and the more
parallel limbs, which naturally tend

to be heavier. What we were able to do
with the Hornet, and this took a lot of
whittling, was to offer a riser consid-
erably longer than on the Ultra-Lite
31, with a considerably more parallel
limb platform, and still stay in the 3
pound range. We know there are guys
out there that want that size of bow,
but they also want the performance,
the smooth draw and the vibration
reduction that parallel limbs give
you.”

The Hornet uses a single Tactical
Cam or the 2-Plus cam, with the latter
offering a 15 fps speed increase at the
expense of building weight quicker as
you draw it.  “The nice thing about
shooting the two cam system is you
may be able to shoot 15 pounds less
and get the same arrow speed,” Grace
commented.

Both new bows come in draw
weight ranges of 50-60 or 60-70
pounds, and use modules to adjust
draw lengths from 26 to 31 inches.

If you’ve done well with adult
Phoenix bow sales in earlier years,
you’ll be happy to hear that single
cam model
should perform
better than ever.
Now idler and
cam will ride on
sealed ball bear-
ings, with toler-
ances just as
tight as the bush-
ings used in the
past, and even
longer life. “We
were pressing
bushings into
place on the
cams and then
reaming them
out to get a per-
fect fit with our
hardened, pol-
ished axles,”
Grace said. “It
was a great sys-
tem, but by
pressing these
sealed ball bear-
ings into place
we’re getting a
consistent fit, no
chance of cam
lean or wear, and

some performance increase.”
The new Phoenix cam, which will

likely be designated a Phoenix Plus
cam for 2006, has been redesigned
along with its modules to reduce the
radius of the draw track and the
grooves have been opened up and
slanted to better match how the
material is laying down in them.
“That should dramatically reduce any
kind of wear on the cable,” Grace said. 

Primarily due to sustained price
increases in aluminum for the risers
and eccentrics, Grace said there is a
price increase for 2006 on the
Phoenix series. “In 2004 we were able
to buy ahead enough to get us
through 2005. We were hoping the
price increase we saw in aluminum
was a spike and we’d have enough to
tide us over,” he said. “Well, it wasn’t
just a spike and we’ve  had to increase
the cost of our bows to cover the
increase in aluminum prices over
the past two years.”

You can learn more about all the
2006 models, and check prices, by
calling (540) 337-5426.
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MORE THAN YOU EXPECT!
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STABILIZER KITS
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• Hardware 
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• Used Arrow 
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& Glue
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BUILD YOUR OWN STABILIZER

Circle 138 on Response Card

Hornet 
is a compact
new Parker bow
combining a long
riser with parallel
limbs for better
shooting characteristics.
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